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ABSTRACT: A series of isostructural, noncatenated, zinc-
pillared-paddlewheel metal�organic framework materials has
been synthesized from 1,2,4,5-tetrakis(carboxyphenyl)benzene
and trans-1,2-dipyridylethene struts. Substantial kinetic
selectivity in the adsorption of propene over propane
can be observed, depending on the pore apertures and
the rectangular-plate morphology of the crystals.

Highly porous metal�organic frameworks (MOFs)1 are receiv-
ing increasing attention because of their promise in a wide

variety of applications such as gas and chemical storage,2 chemical
separations,3 sensing,4 selective catalysis,5 ion exchange,6 and drug
delivery.7 Although MOFs have been touted as having great
potential in gas separations and the purification of gas mixtures
by adsorption, most studies to date have focused on the adsorp-
tion behavior of only simple gases such as H2, CO2, and CH4.
Selective separation of olefins from paraffins, an important
industrial process, has been investigated using MOFs in only a
few papers, which have reported either thermodynamic8 or kinetic
selectivity.9 For example, Li et al.9 reported highly promising
kinetic selectivity inMOFs having small pore apertures that allow
the smaller propene molecules to enter the pores faster than the
larger propane molecules (selectivity = 125 favoring propene).

The separation of olefins and paraffins having the same number
of carbon atoms is an intrinsically difficult problem because of the
similar physicochemical properties of these compounds. Success-
ful separation has relied on energy-intensive and costly cryogenic
distillation as themainstay technology in the petrochemical industry
for the last 70 years.10 Because adsorption separations tend to be
more energy efficient than distillations, there is tremendous inte-
rest in developing adsorbents that could be used to separate
olefins and paraffins. In this paper, we report a modularly tunable
series of MOFs whose pore opening sizes can be tuned to probe
the effect of aperture size on adsorption selectivity. While we un-
covered a significant kinetic selectivity for propene over propane in
this system as the pore opening decreases, this parameter is not
solely responsible for the observed selectivity; the shape of theMOF
crystals and the manner in which the internal pore channels are
orientedwith respect to the crystal faces also contribute significantly.

Previously, our groups have reported the synthesis of
TO MOF, a noncatenated, pillared, paddlewheel MOF made
up of two struts, a trimethylsilane (TMS)-protected, acetylene-
containing dipyridyl strut L4 and an octaoxygenated strut L1,
held together with Zn2þ nodes.11 This material can be isolated as
thin rectangular plates with high length-to-thickness and width-
to-thickness ratios favoring the plane containing the octadentate
strut L1. From the view normal to this plane (i.e., along the
direction of the dipyridyl strut L4), it is evident that two types of
channels, I and II, are available in theMOF crystal (see Figure 1).
The aperture for channel II can be readily narrowed via 3,6-fun-
ctionalization of L1 (e.g., with bromine atoms to give the
octaoxygenated dibrominated strut L2).12 In this manner, the
effect of pore aperture size on the kinetic separation of propene
and propane can be tested. Incorporation of the easily removed
TMS protecting group into the pillared strut L4 allowed us to
probe the effect of pore congestion.

The synthesis of all four MOFs is depicted in Scheme 1. DTO,
DBTO, and BTOMOFs (B indicates a composition that includes
the dibrominated strut L2 and D indicates a composition that
includes the deprotected acetylene-containing strut L3) were
successfully synthesized solvothermally using Zn(NO3)2 3 6H2O
and the appropriate combinations of struts (L1 and L3, L2 and
L3, and L2 and L4, respectively).

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed that DTO,
DBTO, andBTOMOFs are noncatenated, pillared-paddlewheel
frameworks that are isostructural with TO MOF. All three new
MOFs were isolated as highly anisotropic plates that are thin
along the direction of the dipyridyl ligands (L3 or L4), mirroring
the morphology of TO. Powder XRD data [Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information (SI)] for all four materials revealed
strong peaks corresponding to the direction of the dipyridyl
pillars, indicating that the majority of the crystals lie flat in the
sample holder, with the plane containing the octadentate ligands
(L1 or L2) being perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam.

Thermogravimetric analysis data for the as-synthesized sam-
ples of DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTO MOFs indicated high
porosity (40�45%; see Figure S2). CO2 adsorption�desorption
measurements at 273 K for activated (i.e., solvent-evacuated)
samples of all four MOFs yielded type-I isotherms (Figure S3),
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indicating microporosity. Nonlinear density functional theory
(NLDFT) surface area data (Table 1) were consistent with a
decrease in specific surface area in the order DTO > TO >
DBTO > BTO due to the presence of TMS and Br groups. The
pore volumes and apertures of channels II (Table 1 and Figure 1)
are ordered in the same manner, with those in DTO and TO
MOFs (4.26�5.70 and 4.88�6.03 Å, respectively) being much
larger than those in DBTO and BTOMOFs (3.34 and 3.05 Å).
Additionally, notable decreases in the aperture size of channel I
were also observed inDBTO and BTOMOFs as a result of pore

shrinkage due to an increasing angle between the two phenyl rings
in L2 to avoid steric hindrance with the large bromine atom.
Taken together, these data support our hypothesis that systema-
tic modification of the struts in an isostructural series of frame-
works can result in rational tuning of the internal surface area, the
micropore volume, and the aperture of a channel/pore.

The ability of DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTOMOFs to take up
propene and propane was evaluated via single-component iso-
therms measured volumetrically at 298 K on activated samples of
each MOF. For both gases, these isotherms showed saturation at
3�4 bar, and the saturated adsorbed amounts (Figure S5)
followed the order of surface areas and micropore volumes
(DTO > TO > DBTO > BTO). DTO MOF with no TMS or
Br moieties, has the largest pore volume and can take up ∼3
times as much propene and propane as BTO MOF, whose
micropore volume is ∼2.4 times smaller.

Qualitatively, the kinetic selectivity in the adsorption of propene
versus propane by DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTO MOFs can be
deduced from the time-dependent gas uptake profiles (Figure 2).
DBTO and BTOMOFs showed similar kinetic selectivities, with
considerably faster uptake of propene than propane. In contrast,
TO and DTO MOFs constructed using the nonbrominated
ligand L1 did not show such large differences in the propene versus
propane adsorption kinetics. These observations can be explained
qualitatively by the thin-rectangular-plate morphology of the
MOF crystals (Figure 1), which naturally favors the flow of gas
through the I and II channels that run parallel to the dipyridyl
struts (see discussion above) and terminate on the largest crystal
faces (i.e., the top-to-bottom channels). While other kinds of
channels terminate on pairs of edge faces, the combined area of
the four edge faces is much smaller than that of the top and
bottom faces, making the fluxes through the edge channels minor
contributors (despite the larger apertures for these channels; see

Figure 1. (a�d) Microscope images (top of each panel) and crystal packing diagrams (bottom of each panel) of the four isostructural MOFs, showing
the pores running along the dipyridyl struts L3 and L4: (a) DTO, (b) TO, (c) DBTO, (d) BTO. We note that the Br atoms in L2 effectively bisect
channel II inDTOMOF into two smaller channels inDBTOMOF. (e) Crystal packing diagrams ofDBTOMOF showing the framework pores along
the (right) a and (left) b axes.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the Isostructural MOFs DTO, TO,
DBTO, and BTOa

aThe stick representation of the unit cell for eachMOF is shown (yellow
polyhedra = Zn, red = O, green = Br, blue = N, gray = C). Solvent
molecules, hydrogen atoms, and disordered atoms have been omitted for
clarity. For larger illustrations of the structures, please see the SI.
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Figure 1e). In view of this information about the crystal
morphology, the large kinetic selectivities for propene over
propane by DBTO and BTO MOFs are best attributed to the
reduction in the apertures for channels I and II (Table 1), a
consequence of the Br atoms of the L2 ligands. Because C3H6 is
(slightly) smaller than C3H8,

13 this restriction would naturally
increase the kinetic selectivity for the olefin.

The kinetic selectivity for the adsorption of propene over
propane by a solid can be defined as the ratio of the two gases'
diffusional time constants (given by D/r2, where D is the
diffusion coefficient and r is a characteristic length scale as
defined in the SI).14 As shown in Table 2, this ratio increases
in the order DTO < TO , DBTO < BTO. The much larger
kinetic selectivities displayed by the DBTO and BTO MOFs
relative to theDTO andTOmaterials are qualitatively consistent
with the corresponding differences in aperture size for channels I
and II. That is, as the pore aperture becomes more constricted,
the kinetic selectivity for propene over propane greatly increases.

In contrast, the TMS group, which modulates the widths of
channels terminating at the low-area crystal faces (i.e., the edge
faces; see Figure 1e), plays almost no role in determining the
kinetic selectivities of the MOFs constructed from L2 and only a
small role (a factor of ∼1.7) in determining the relative selectiv-
ities of those constructed from L1. By referencing transport in
DTO MOF, we find that the TMS group in TO MOF
attenuates the diffusion time constant of propane by a factor of
4.7 but reduces the time constant for propene by only a factor of
2.7. In BTO MOF, the TMS group reduces the relative time
constants for transport of propane and propene essentially
equally (by factors of 2.7 and 2.5, respectively) and thus
contributes almost nothing to the kinetic selectivity. These last
observations indicate that the large bromine atoms in L2 are the
main structural contributor to the kinetic selectivities of BTO
and DBTO MOFs. Thus, differing rates for propene versus
propane navigation of the narrowed and shrunken top-to-bottom
channels ofBTO andDBTOMOFs are what account for the large
(∼12-fold) kinetic selectivities of these materials.

Interestingly, when the single-component isotherms for propene
and propane for each of the fourMOFswere compared against each
other over the 0�3.5 bar pressure range (Figure S6), none showed
significant thermodynamic selectivity. These findings imply that
specific chemical interactions between TMS or Br and either of
the penetrants are absent. Instead, the interactions are only steric.

Despite the substantially larger apertures for the channels aligned
in the a and b directions (i.e., the edge-terminating channels, with
aperture sizes of 4.59�5.90 and 9.88�12.52 Å, respectively; see
Figure 1e) than for those in the c direction (i.e., the top-and-
bottom-terminating channels, with aperture sizes of 5.10 Å for
channel I and 3.34 Å for channel II; Figure 1c), the observed
sizable kinetic selectivity for DBTO MOF is obtained because
the characteristic times for traversing the DBTO MOF crystal-
lites in both the a and b directions are much greater than those in
the c direction. This apparent inconsistency can be reconciled by
recognizing that the crystallite dimensions (proportional to the
diffusion distances) are much longer in the a and b directions
than in the c direction (for DBTO MOF, the ratio of length to
thickness ranges from ∼10 to 21, depending on the particular
crystallite examined, while the ratio of width to thickness varies
from 6 to 15, as calculated from microscopy images). In other
words, the crystallite shape matters (recall that the diffusional

Table 1. Surface Areas, Micropore Volumes, and Aperture
Sizes for DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTO MOFs

aperture size (Å)b

MOF

CO2 surface area

(m2/g)a
micropore volume

(cm3/g)a channel I channel II

DTO 669 0.24 5.27 4.26�5.70

TO 512 0.18 5.39 4.88�6.03

DBTO 457 0.17 5.10 3.34

BTO 283 0.10 4.67 3.05
aCalculated using NLDFT. bCalculated from the single-crystal X-ray
structures of DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTO MOFs, taking the van der
Waals radii of the MOF atoms into account. See Figure 1a�d for
illustrations of the aperture sizes.

Figure 2. Time-dependent propene and propane uptake profiles for
DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTO MOFs at 0.3 bar and 298 K.

Table 2. Kinetic Selectivities for the Uptake of Propene over
Propane in the Activated DTO, TO, DBTO, and BTOMOFs,
Expressed as the Ratio of the Two Relevant Diffusion Time
Constants (D/r2); Also Included for Comparison Are the
Values for a Sample of Activated DBTOMOF That Had Been
Ground into Smaller Crystals

entry material gas D/r2 (s�1) kinetic selectivity

1 DTO propene 1.1� 10�2 1.4

propane 8.1� 10�3

2 TO propene 4.2� 10�3 2.5

propane 1.7� 10�3

3 DBTO propene 3.3� 10�4 11

propane 2.9� 10�5

4 BTO propene 1.3� 10�4 12

propane 1.1� 10�5

5 ground DBTO propene 4.2� 10�3 3.8

propane 1.1� 10�3
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transport time increases as the square of the diffusion distance).
We reasoned that if the forgoing interpretations were correct,
reducing the crystallite size in the a and b directions but not the c
direction should diminish the kinetic selectivity (since indiscri-
minatemolecular transport through channels aligned in the a or b
direction should become more significant). To test the idea, we
mechanically ground a sample of plate-shaped DBTO MOF
crystallites (see Figure S9) and then evaluated their propane and
propene transport. Indeed, grinding decreased the kinetic selectivity
from 11 to 3.8 (entries 3 and 5 in Table 2; also see Figure S7).

In conclusion, we have found that systematic structural modifica-
tion of the organic struts in a series of MOFs can allow for tuning
of the pore apertures (via the introduction of Br atoms) and
modulation of channel congestion (via the presence of the TMS
group). While both kinds of modification influence the rates of
molecular transport, for the systems studied here only the former
appreciably affects the propene/propane kinetic selectivity. Although
we were fortuitously successful in this endeavor by constricting
channels I and IIwith the Br atoms of strut L2, our accomplishment
cannot be attributed solely to the tuning of aperture dimensions. The
thin rectangular shape of the MOF crystals and the fortuitous
manner in which the modified channel is oriented perpendicular
to the largest faces of the crystals are also necessary for achieving high
kinetic selectivities for propene versus propane. Thus, while struc-
tural modification of the strut is a critical step in crystal engineering,
at least in the present case it must be combined with suitable
crystallite morphology in order for high kinetic selectivity to be
realized experimentally. In contrast, for systems based solely on
thermodynamic selectivity, crystallite morphology generally should
not be an important consideration.
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